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• Long-term initiative for the creation of a shared 
concept for sustainable development of the 
railway areas and land in the area of Stochna 
Station and Poduyane Distribution Station in 
Sofia. 

• A dialogue between institutions, citizens, 
experts, businesses and academia to reach 
consensus on a widely accepted vision for the 
sustainable development of the sites. 

• An example of the implementation of the 
principles of the New European Bauhaus, that 
the path to sustainable development and use of 
urban spaces passes through the active 
participation of all citizens and organisations in 
the planning of a more sustainable and beautiful 
future.

NEW GREENWAYS FOR OLD RAILWAYS…



AREAS
Along the route of the Orient Express and on the periphery of Sofia city centre, the project 
covers a wild landscape of 80ha and a building that is part of the cultural heritage of the 
capital.



PROJECT AIMS

1. A sustainable and innovative concept for the 
use, management and development of the 
zones 

2. Launching their sustainable transformation



APPROACH
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capital.



ACTIVITIES SO FAR 

Involvement of leading experts  
70 participants from the main target groups on the 
following topics:

+ Transport and public spaces
+ Ecology - an integrated approach
+ New Economies

Involving citizens, businesses and artists: 
Over 30 small businesses and artists and 600 citizens 
participate in the workshops and neighborhood fair

+ Children's Architecture Workshop
+ Build Together Workshop
+ Green Together Workshop
+ Exhibition of local artists, artisans and businesses
+ Neighborhood Fair



+ Square space in front of the railway station 
building 

+ Creation of cultural infrastructure related to 
railway transport. Community centre and 
festivals involving local communities

+ Railway Station Park

+ Making a systematic crossing for north-south 
neighbourhood connectivity and access to rail 
infrastructure

+ Transportation analysis of rail needs: traffic 
volume and quantity

+ Urban rail

TRANSPORT AND PUBLIC SPACES:
workshop participants



+ Linear Park

+ River parks with bypass to the river bed. 
Overflow early warning system

+ Photovoltaic plant producing power for 
surrounding neighborhoods

+ Urban agriculture, urban beekeeping, 
soil regeneration and use with 
expanded urban functions 

+ Green classrooms

ECOLOGY AND RESOURCES: 
Expert suggestions



+ Land management plan through analysis for 
community, city and owner needs. Seek a 
public-private partnership model with multi-
purpose, local and regional significance.

+ National Railway Museum

+ Museum of Contemporary Art, organizing 
festivals and music events. 

+ Innovations inspired by the possibilities of the 
site, such as a recycling site for railway sleepers.

+ Circularium - an area for innovation and testing 
models related to the circular economy.

NEW ECONOMIES:
Expert suggestions



WORKSHOPS WITH CITIZENS:
80 participants in 3 workshops with citizens from the neighbourhood



NEIGHBORHOOD FAIR IN THE STATION: 
More than 30 small businesses and artists from the neighborhood and over 600 visitors at the event



CIVIC PARTICIPATION:
Over 600 citizens and over 80 ideas

+ Stochna  Station Park
+ The Stochna Station building to acquire the 

status of a cultural monument, to be restored 
and activated with events and conferences of 
local, municipal and international importance

+ Public functions of the Railway Station: galleries, 
museums, bazaars, markets, educational and 
recreational activities

+ Community centre: interest activities for young 
and old

+ Skills training courses
+ Sports for young people: skatepark, tennis, 

extreme bikes 
+ Kids' zone: adventure playgrounds for young 

children
+ Food and drink area 
+ Lighting and livening up the area, improving 

security
+ Bike and pedestrian connections
+ Links to the river
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PARK STOCHNA GARA



PARK STOCHNA GARA

● New railway park of Sofia, only 15 minutes 
walk from the administrative center of 
the city.

● The pilot project assessed with the 
highest public and environmental impact.

● Easy implementation, no additional 
landscaping, using existing natural 
vegetation on the site.

● Solutions to ensure the safety of citizens 
by securing and building pedestrian and 
cycling infrastructure in

● designated areas with passing rail traffic.

Park am Gleisdreieck – Flaschenhals, Atelier LOIDL
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WHY PARK STOCHNA GARA?

+ Proposes a temporary function on currently 
unused sites without changing the use of the 
land.

+ Proposes accessible and substantial sized public 
green spaces to serve the citizens of adjacent 
neighborhoods.

+ can be combined with other collective functions 
- urban shared gardens, sports fields for 
different ages, playgrounds, cultural space, 
skateboarding area, etc.

+ connecting the northern and southern 
neighbourhoods and overcoming social and 
economic imbalances in the development of 
these areas

URBAN PARK PUBLIC SPACES IN PERELLÓ, Manuel Ruisanchez landscape architecture



STOCHNA GARA: 

PUBLIC SPACES



PUBLIC SPACE 
STOCHNA GARA

+ The Central Station building is suitable for a 
community centre and cultural infrastructure, 
with a focus on the history and future of rail 
transport and a variety of activities and events 
for local communities.

+ The public function of the building could not be 
fully realised without the restoration of the plaza 
space in front, making the building physically 
visible and accessible.

+ The Cultural Community Centre could have a 
multi-functional programme that would result in 
a continuous flow of people, ensuring 
sustainability and financial viability. The area has 
active local businesses and artists ready to get 
involved in the activation.



WHY PUBLIC SPACE?

+ turns the area of Stochna Station into a 
destination, not only a transport link and a barrier 
to cross.

+ stops the demolition of a building that has 
symbolic heritage and architectural value.

+ provides a public multi-purpose space, in an area 
that is in great need of one, and works for the 
revitalization, social and economic development of 
the area.

+ stimulates a continuous human flow that makes 
the area safer and more attractive..



CIRCULARIUM: 

ZONE FOR GREEN INNOVATIONS 



CIRCULARIUM
+ The railway station has historically been a 

place for the exchange of goods and 
services. Today the area is a cluster of 
creative industries.

+ New spaces for testing and prototyping 
models for circular economy and 
sustainable development:

+ makers' spaces;
+ spaces and studios for design and 

prototyping, of innovative technologies 
and products;

+ open and closed innovation labs;
+ Shared workspaces, offices of civic 

initiatives;
+ materials library;
+ seminars and lectures;
+ bazaars and exhibitions of the products 

created.

Циркулариум, Брюксел



WHY CIRCULARIUM?

Problems it solves:

● The zone retains its productive character, but
also becomes more attractive by becoming
Sofia's hub for innovation, prototyping and
testing.

● creating new and more diverse jobs

● the retail businesses currently located on the
Stoczna Station site are looking to tomorrow
and developing activities that are based on
sustainable development principles.

Паркът на доковете, Париж, Agence Ter

Циркулариум, Брюксел



Паркът на доковете, Париж, Agence Ter

Thank you!



https://gradoscope.com/ hello@gradoscope.com

Institutional partners Business partners Academic partners Local and international 
partners

5th Railway Talk, 
February 27th, 2024 

https://gradoscope.com/new-greenways-for-old-railways-forum/
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